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Abstract
Patterns consisting of the sum of a sinusoidal grating and its second spatial harmonic have an apparent spatial fineness, or
periodicity, that is about halfway between the two component spatial frequencies. There are also phase dependent modulations
of the apparent fineness about the mean fineness shift. Covariance between individuals’ phase dependent fineness shifts indicates
the presence of four spatial phase channels. The apparent fineness effects, and the putative phase channels, may both be a product
of a local, linear, analysis of spatial frequency content. Illusory second harmonics, as generated in the spatial frequency doubling
illusion, also change apparent fineness. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The spatial frequency shift is an effect in which a
previously presented adapting grating causes the appar-
ent fineness of a subsequently presented test grating to
appear shifted towards that of the adapting grating
(Blakemore & Sutton, 1969; Blakemore, Nachmias &
Sutton, 1970; Heeley, 1979). This interplay between
frequencies provided strong evidence for spatial fre-
quency channels in human vision. Simultaneous spatial
frequency shifts have also been reported in which the
test grating is presented within an enclosed region and
the inducing grating is presented in a surround
(MacKay, 1973; Klein, Stromeyer & Ganz, 1974). The
present study demonstrates that shifts in apparent fine-
ness are also observed in compound gratings that are
the sum of two similar frequencies, in particular the
sum of a grating and its second spatial harmonic.
The effect is topical given renewed interest in the
spatial frequency doubling illusion (FD illusion) which
is the basis for a new and highly effective diagnostic
device for glaucoma (Maddess, 1991; Maddess &
Henry, 1992; Johnson & Samuels, 1997). The FD effect
is observed when low spatial frequency gratings are
either presented briefly (Kulikowski, 1975) or have their
contrast modulated at high temporal frequencies, and
the effect is due to a rectifying nonlinearity (Tyler,
1974; Kelly, 1981). The relationship to the current work
comes from the fact that linear response components
are present even when the FD illusion is vivid. For
example Kelly (1981) and Kulikowski (1975) both
showed that the 2H component could be substantially
nulled with a static counterphase pattern leaving a
strong F component visible. Hence the situation is
similar to our basic finding except that the 2H compo-
nent is illusory. As might be expected from this several
reports have been made showing that under suboptimal
conditions for producing FD the visual percept is of a
pattern with intermediate textural fineness between the
input grating and its second harmonic (Tynan &
Sekuler, 1974; Virsu, Nyman & Lehtio, 1974; Ku-
likowski, 1975; Thompson & Murphy, 1978; Nyman &
Rovamo, 1980; Parker, 1981; Georgeson, 1985). The
present study indicates that at least some of this effect
is due to the fact that under these conditions both the
fundamental and the second harmonic are present and
that broadly tuned spatial frequency channels lead to a
percept having an intermediate apparent fineness.
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2. Methods
Grating patterns were displayed on a Barco CCID
7551 monitor at a pixel resolution of 512420, a
refresh rate of 102 Hz, and a mean luminance of 45
cd:m2 (colour temperature 6500K). Monitor linearity
was confirmed by nonlinear systems identification
methods (James, Maddess, Rouhan, Bedford & Snow-
ball, 1995; Maddess, Bedford, James & Rose, 1997).
The ambient illumination was that provided by the
monitor in an otherwise darkened room. Fig. 1 illus-
trates the spatial layout of the stimuli, the heights and
widths of the stimulus regions being correctly illustrated
by the axes labels. In most experiments the centrally
presented grating consisted of the sum of two sinu-
soidal gratings: a low spatial frequency (F) and its
spatial second harmonic (2H). The upper comparison
sinusoidal grating had spatial frequency F, whereas the
sinusoidal grating presented below the centrally pre-
sented compound grating had its spatial frequency set
to twice F, (i.e. 2H). In most experiments spatial phase
of the 2H component of the central grating was the
randomised experimental variable. The six small figures
at the top of Fig. 2 illustrate the definition and appear-
ance of the phase relations. The 0° phase condition for
all grating components corresponded to cosine phase
with respect to the monitor centre. Unless otherwise
stated the comparison gratings and the F component of
the compound grating were presented at 0° phase. For
the compound gratings the contrast of F and the higher
frequency component were both equal to 0.5. In the
Fig. 2. (Top) The first row illustrates the brightness profiles of the
summed Fundamental grating (F) and 2H gratings displaced to
phases 0, 67.5 and 157.5° with respect to the c.r.t. centre (0°). Fig. 9
illustrates the summed profile for the 67.5° case. The second row
shows the appearance of each repeated cycle of the resultant com-
pound gratings. (a) Probability of the compound grating appearing
more like the 2H component for nine subjects. The triangle (third
from left) is the case shown in Fig. 1, while the open circles are the
cases shown above. The horizontal dashed line indicates 50% proba-
bility (i.e. intermediate apparent fineness). Error bars are S.E.. (b)
Rotated factor loadings for the data from the nine subjects indicate
that their phase sensitivities covary in a way strongly suggesting three
phase channels over the range 0–157.5°.
Fig. 1. When two sinusoidal gratings, one the second harmonic of the
other (upper and lower gratings), are summed (middle compound
grating) subjects report that the compound grating has an apparent
fineness intermediate between that of the component parts. This effect
is observed for a wide range of spatial frequencies, contrasts and
relative phases.
experiments of Fig. 3 the 2H component had half the
contrast of F.
In a few experiments the third harmonic was also
summed into the compound grating and in this case the
contrast of the 3 components was in the ratio 1, 1:2, 1:3
as in the Fourier series for a sawtooth-wave (Tolstov,
1962). Subjects viewed the gratings monocularly having
their heads secured with the aid of a chin rest at
distances ranging from 0.3 to 4.8 m, thus varying the
fundamental spatial frequency from 0.25 to 4 c:deg.
Subjects were instructed to ‘compare the apparent
textural fineness of the vertical striations’ of the com-
pound grating contained within the central stripe, with
the textural fineness of the gratings above and below
the line (Fig. 1). Subjects were instructed not to count
the stripes, or make vernier-like matches, but rather to
report whether the fineness of the central pattern was
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closer in appearance to the lower (2H) or the upper (F)
pattern in a two alternate forced choice (2AFC)
paradigm. Nine subjects with normal or corrected-to-
normal vision were tested, seven being naive as to the
purpose of the experiments. All subjects gave informed
written consent under protocol M881 of the Human
Ethics Experimentation Committee of the ANU.
At the onset of each trial the monitor contained a
blank field at the mean luminance. Within each presen-
tation the contrast of the gratings was increased from 0
to the test contrast and then back down to 0. This
temporal windowing function was a Blackman func-
tion: Blackman(t)0.420.5 cos(2p(t t0):t)
0.08 cos(4p(t t0):t), where the total duration (t)
was 2 s unless otherwise stated. In some trials the
contrast of the centrally presented compound gratings
was windowed with a briefer, temporally scaled version,
of the window but where the maximum contrast of the
test pattern was obtained at the centre of the presenta-
tion time of the upper and lower comparison gratings.
In this case the windows total duration (t) was set to
one of eight (1:2 octave) durations between 31.3 and
500 ms. In these trials only the F grating was presented:
the brief presentation being designed to produce an
illusory spatial second harmonic of variable contrast.
We used a method of adjustment (MOA) procedure
to measure the magnitude of the shift in apparent
fineness. Subjects adjusted the spatial frequency of ref-
erence gratings to match the apparent textural fineness
of the compound gratings. Subjects made a minimum
of six matches for each of 16 phase combinations. The
spatial layout was like previous experiments (Fig. 1)
except that a pair of reference gratings replaced the
upper and lower comparison sinusoidal gratings. The F
component of the centrally presented compound grat-
ing was set to 1 c:deg. The spatial frequency of the
reference gratings could be rapidly adjusted in 128
equal steps between 0.667 and 3 c:deg, the two refer-
ence gratings always having the same spatial frequency.
The reference gratings maintained cosine phase with
respect to the c.r.t. centre. The temporal onset and
offset of the gratings was smooth (a half Blackman
window with t0.5 s) but subjects were allowed to
take as much time as they liked to make their adjust-
ments. Subjects were encouraged to rapidly ramp the
frequency of the reference gratings up and down until
they felt they were near a match, and then to make fine
adjustments. Experiments with F1.5F were also
conducted.
Factor analysis (Johnson & Wichern, 1992; Tabach-
nick & Fidell, 1996) was performed using SPSS. All
other analyses were conducted with code written in
Matlab. The regression analysis presented consisted of
fitting a number of models to the modulation of the
observed apparent fineness with 2H or 1.5F phase. The
models could contain up to three components: a mean
effect and modulations at one or two cycles per 360° of
phase or both. The fact that we have fundamental and
second harmonics both in our stimuli and in the mea-
sured psychometric functions could lead to confusion,
therefore we develop a separate nomenclature here for
the modulations of the psychometric functions. We will
henceforth refer to the mean effect as M and the
possible modulations of the psychometric functions at
one or two cycles per 360° as the P and 2P terms or
components. The regression analysis thus consisted of
fitting a hierarchy of models the most complex being
referred to as MP2P and the simplest M, MP
and M2P also being considered. The models were
then compared with F-tests find to the most parsimo-
nious model that fit a given psychometric function.
3. Results
3.1. Compound gratings with real 2H
The stimulus layout for our experiments is illustrated
by Fig. 1. Eight compound gratings were presented,
having a fundamental spatial frequency of 1 c:deg, and
a 2H component having a phase selected at random
Fig. 3. Experiment of Fig. 2a repeated at four different F spatial
frequencies of 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 c:deg, for two subjects. Note that
while there is some shift in the curves the shift is not correlated with
spatial frequency. Error bars are S.E., n12 for each curve.
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from eight 22.5° steps ranging from 0 to 157.5°. The
mean result (Fig. 2a), for a minimum of 12 repeats in
nine subjects, indicates that subjects found the com-
pound grating to have an apparent spatial frequency
more like that of the 2H component. Subjects reported
that the compound gratings had a periodicity between
F and 2H, which is the apparent fineness. When the
subjects were presented with a copy of Fig. 1 they all
reported that apparent fineness of the central grating
was intermediate between that of the upper and lower
patterns.
A factor analysis on the nine psychometric functions
that were averaged to obtain Fig. 1 examined whether
or not subjects responses to some phases covary in a
manner that might suggest separate phase dependent
mechanisms or channels. The method essentially exam-
ines the correlation matrix to identify those phases
producing correlated responses. The analysis revealed
three large eigenvalues (i.e. principal components) of
4.19, 2.35, 0.86 (based on standardised variables). These
eigenvalues can be equated to correlation coefficients
by dividing by the number of tested phases, thus the
first factor accounted for 4.19:852.4% of the total
variation, the three factors together accounting for
92.5%. The rotated factor loadings (Fig. 2b) can be
thought of as regression coefficients between the princi-
pal components of covariation and the tested phases
(Johnson & Wichern, 1992; Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996).
The structure revealed by the analysis is a simple one of
three overlapping channels. The validity of the compo-
nent associated with the eigenvalue of 0.86 is question-
able (a value of 1 is often considered to be about the
lower bound of factors which should be considered),
however, the remaining five eigenvalues were small
(together accounting for only 7.5% of the total varia-
tion), and forcing the construction of factor loadings
with only two factors did not significantly change the
shape of the first two functions (Fig. 2b, cf. solid and
dotted curves). Moreover, other diagnostics for the
three factor case (e.g. sphericity, sampling adequacy,
anti-image correlation matrix) indicate that the data are
factorizable and that therefore the three component
model is well founded (Johnson & Wichern, 1992;
Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996). The most to least signifi-
cant factors, for both the two and three factor models,
are shown labelled f1 to f3, respectively, in Fig. 2b.
A broader range of spatial phases, frequencies and
contrasts was also explored with TM and JK. In sepa-
rate randomised blocks of trials (12 repeats for each
condition) cases were examined where the F component
was variously 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 c:deg (Fig. 3). The
responses of JK resemble those of the other subjects
whose data is illustrated in Fig. 2a. TM’s response
functions were more consistently sinusoidal in
appearance.
Fig. 4. Effect of contrast and broader range of spatial phases. Two
subjects were tested with contrasts of the F set to 0.1 (light grey), 0.2
(mid grey) and 0.4, and 2H half the contrast of F. The two compari-
son gratings had contrasts equal to that of F. With the broader range
of phases and more 2H phases presented the subject’s responses
became more phase dependent. Responses were more biased to the
2H end at the lower contrasts. Error bars are S.E. and are shown for
the contrast 0.2 data set but the other S.E. were similar.
With further training response functions become
more sinusoidal in shape as is shown by the results of
later experiments in which grating contrast was varied
(Fig. 4) for the 0.5 c:deg condition. In these experi-
ments the range of 2H phases was extended, the 16
phases covering the range from 0 to 337.5°. Contrast
appeared to have little effect although, particularly for
JK, and also for TM, the lowest contrast patterns
biased reported fineness toward the 2H component.
We next estimated the actual magnitude of the
changes in apparent fineness by asking subjects to
match the apparent fineness of compound gratings to
that of sinusoidal gratings of variable spatial frequency.
The experimental layout was as in Fig. 1 except that
both the upper and the lower comparison gratings were
identical, their spatial frequency being under the con-
trol of the subject (Section 2). Six repetitions for each
of the 16 phases used in the experiments of Fig. 4 were
obtained from four subjects. These subjects included
TM and three of the naı¨ve subjects used in the experi-
ments of Fig. 2a. The resulting spatial frequency
matches for each subject were regressed onto models
containing a mean fineness shift and sinusoidal fineness
modulation components that changed with the phase of
the 2H grating. We examined regression models (Sec-
tion 2) containing a mean apparent fineness (M) modu-
lation at the fundamental (i.e. one cycle per 360° of 2H
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grating phaseP) and:or the second harmonic (i.e.
two cycles per 360° of 2H grating phase2P). The full
model, MP2P, containing both fineness modula-
tion components and the mean effect, was required to
fit the data of all four subjects (e.g. the mean F statistic
for accepting the full model over the lesser model
containing only the mean plus fundamental effects was
7.31 (df2, 11, PB0.01)).
Fig. 5 shows the mean spatial frequency matches for
each phase. The solid lines represent the fitted MP
2P regression models. The mean fineness shift was to a
spatial frequency of 1.5890.11 S.E. c:deg. The mean
amplitudes of the phase dependant modulated compo-
nents were 0.15190.05 6S.E. c:deg for P, and 0.0769
0.027 S.E. c:deg for 2P. The ratio of the
modulated:(mean1) fineness shifts averaged 0.26
(range 0.09 to 0.055) for P, and 0.17 (range 0.06 to
0.35) for the 2P component. Overall, the average maxi-
mum modulation of the apparent fineness by grating
phase was thus about 40% of the mean effect (cf.
0.430.170.26, with 0.40 (0.150.08):(1.581)
from above).
Fig. 6. Data from three experiments on TM where the summed
components had spatial frequencies 1 and 1.5 c:deg (F1.5F). In the
three experiments either the full range of phases (stars, n6), or half
the range (circles and triangles, n12) were conducted. Error bars
are S.E. and only the upper or lower bars are presented to reduce
clutter.
We also examined the magnitude of the apparent
fineness changes with the same spatial frequency match-
ing paradigm but for spatial sums of F1.5F, where F
was 1 c:deg. Results from three experiments on TM
showed similar modulation of apparent fineness for this
case (Fig. 6). The full MP2P model was required:
mean magnitude being 1.36 c:deg and the amplitudes of
P and 2P being 0.029 and 0.088 c:deg, respectively
(mean F111.4, df2, 139)
The possibility of apparent fineness components
modulated at one and two cycles per 360° (P and 2P)
found for the data of Figs. 5 and 6 made us re-examine
the data from the nine subjects of Fig. 2 obtained with
the 2AFC procedure. Fitting the raw 2AFC data for
each subject or the mean subject response functions
produced the same outcomes. We report statistics for
the fits to the raw 2AFC data here. Overall, the simpler
regression model MP, produced slightly better fits on
average (a mean F of 26.4 on average df of 2 and 112),
than did fits to M2P (a mean F of 19.2 on the same
df). The full MP2P model was significantly better
than the MP for one subject (P0.03, F3.54
df2, 139), and marginally better for two others (P0.09
and 0.11).
We also fit the data of Figs. 3 and 4 with the same
models. For Fig. 3 MP2P was better or mar-
ginally better in 4 of the data sets (0.005BPB0.082),
otherwise MP was on average a better fit than
M2P (mean Fs of 25.8 and 22.7, both on df of 2 and
115, mean PB0.0000). For the data set of Fig. 4 the
data of JK for contrast 0.4 was best fit by the full
model, MP2P (P0.04), while for contrasts 0.1
and 0.2 the full model was only marginally better than
the simpler M2P model (P0.09 and 0.19, respec-
tively). The data of TM were all decidedly better fit by
M2P.
Fig. 5. Amplitude of mean and 2H phase dependent apparent fine-
ness. Subjects matched the apparent fineness of F2H gratings to
spatial frequency scalable reference gratings. (a) Two matching func-
tions for (TM) where the initial spatial frequency of the reference
gratings was set at random (uniform distribution) to one of 128
spatial frequencies in the adjustment range 0.67–3.0 c:deg (circles), or
to 1.5 c:deg (squares). (b) Matching functions for three naı¨ve subjects
where the initial reference grating frequency was 1.5 c:deg. All solid
curves are the best fitting (least-squares) regression models compris-
ing a mean fineness shift component and apparent fineness modula-
tions at one and two cycles per 360° of 2H phase (MP2P).
Error bars are S.E. for nE6 trials.
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Fig. 7. F illusory 2H. Effect of reducing presentation time. (a) As presentation time (Blackman window t, Section 2) is reduced the apparent
fineness is biased toward 2H (TM, solid; JK dashed). (b) Shows the data set of (a) presented on an inverse time (frequency) axis. The S.E. (n12)
are shown for TM in (a) and JK in (b).
3.2. Illusory 2H
In the study of Kulikowski (1975) an illusory 2H
component was induced by brief presentations of low
spatial frequency sinusoidal grating patterns. The situa-
tion is related to our experiments above because it is
well known that the input spatial F component is also
present, even when the illusory 2H is very vivid. Kelly
(1981) and Kulikowski (1975) both showed that the
illusory 2H component could be substantially nulled
with a static phase reversed 2H grating, leaving a strong
F component visible. We wished to examine this case of
compound gratings consisting of F added to an illusory
2H. Fig. 7 shows that as stimulus duration for a 0.5
c:deg grating (F, no real 2H was presented) dropped
below 200 ms the apparent fineness moved from being
intermediate to that of the illusory 2H grating. The
appearance of the central grating for the intermediate
presentation times was sometimes similar to that of the
central grating in Fig. 1 and at other times like F2H
sums with other phase relations such as those shown at
the top of Fig. 2, some of which look quite like a single
grating. We also examined the effect of lowering the F
grating contrast for the presentation duration 0.125 s
(Fig. 8). Again only a single frequency 0.5 c:deg sinu-
soidal test grating was presented. As contrast was re-
duced below 0.2 the probability of seeing the flashed
grating as the illusory 2H pattern increased to 1.
4. Discussion
All subjects reported that the F2H gratings had an
apparent fineness between that of its component parts
(Fig. 1). Similar apparent fineness shifts are observed
for F frequencies between 0.25 and 4.0 c:deg and
contrasts from 0.05 to 0.4 (Figs. 3 and 4). The reader
can check that the effect is not due to the possible
inference of a vertical texture gradient in the test pat-
terns, or the relative placement of the F and 2H com-
parison gratings, by covering one of the comparison
gratings of Fig. 1 and:or inverting the page. An inter-
esting feature of the 2AFC data was the variability
across and within subjects in the phase dependence of
the effect (Figs. 2a, 3).
We also examined the magnitudes of apparent fine-
ness shifts using a MOA spatial frequency matching
paradigm. These experiments showed a mean apparent
fineness shift of 1.5890.11 S.E. c:deg when the F
grating was 1 c:deg. For all five cases examined signifi-
cant additional modulation of apparent fineness was
found at both one and two cycles per 360° of 2H
grating phase (i.e. the P and 2P components). Similar
modulations were also observed for F1.5F com-
pound gratings (Fig. 6). Re-examination of the 23
response functions of 2a, 3 and 4 indicated that for
three cases the full model, MP2P, was justified,
and was only marginally worse than simpler MP or
M2P models in seven cases.
Fig. 8. For 125 ms stimuli (t, Section 2) the percept becomes
completely biased toward 2H as the contrast of F falls below 0.1.
Only the upper or lower S.E. (n12) are shown for each subject
(TM, solid; JK dashed).
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When the data of 2a, 3 and 4 were fit with the full
model the amplitudes of the P and 2P components
were, respectively: Fig. 2a, 0.6390.17 and 0.7890.12
S.E.; Fig. 3, 0.7690.32 and 0.3090.09 S.E.; Fig. 4,
0.0990.02 and 0.4290.05 S.E. The range of the 2AFC
data was 0–1 so these can be compared directly with
the amplitudes obtained for the matching procedure of
Fig. 5: 0.1590.06 and 0.07690.03 S.E. c:deg. Overall,
evidence for modulation of apparent fineness by the
relative phase of the 2H grating is excellent, the full
MP2P model being required for the nine MOA
data sets (Figs. 5 and 6), and either required (seven of
23 cases) or not inconsistent the 2AFC data.
Following the test of Fig. 5a, TM repeated the
experiment of Fig. 4 three times and again obtained
results like those of Fig. 4 (not shown). The experiment
of Fig. 5a was repeated a third time after the data of
Fig. 6 were obtained, again with the original result (i.e.
like Fig. 5a) being reproduced. Thus, while one might
expect the response functions of 4 and 5a to have more
similar shapes, it would appear that something in-
creased TM’s the probability of seeing a modulation of
fineness at one cycle per 360° of 2H phase. Fig. 7 shows
that the stimulus duration used for Fig. 4 (2 s) was far
too long for any contribution by an illusory 2H compo-
nent. At the same time afterimage effects in the stand-
ing compound grating also seem unlikely to have
contributed to the relative salience of either of the
components of the compound grating since these effects
are largely non-existent at 1 c:deg and above (Burbeck
& Kelly, 1984).
Several models have been proposed to explain appar-
ent spatial frequency shifts produced in other experi-
mental paradigms with static patterns (Blakemore et
al., 1970; Klein et al., 1974). The present results suggest
that perhaps the simplest notion is that a variety of
image components, whether they be illusory nonlinear
distortion products, or real objects, are submitted for
analysis to a set of overlapping, broad band, spatial
frequency channels (King-Smith & Kulikowski,
1975a,b). Any such two-component patterns, with fre-
quencies separated by less than a single channel’s band-
width, would thus be perceived as having an
intermediate spatial periodicity equal to the peak tun-
ing of the most excited channel. This is in the spirit of
the work of Richards and Polit (1974) who showed that
convincing matches to low pass filtered random 1D
textures can be made by the sum of a small set of
spatial frequencies, so called textural ‘‘pseudo-
metamers’’. A similar argument has been made to
account for temporal frequency discrimination (Man-
dler & Makous, 1984). It is interesting that for the
spatial case when subjects are forced to make long
range estimates of the distance between the stripes of
such gratings they correctly estimate the distance (Ny-
man & Rovamo, 1980). The present results indicate
that the model proposed here extends to the case where
one textural component is the illusory FD pattern
(Figs. 5 and 6). This case of illusory stimulus compo-
nents will be discussed further below.
The case of simultaneously induced shifts of apparent
fineness for spatially separated inducers and test pat-
terns (both static) (MacKay, 1973; Klein et al., 1974)
could be similarly explained as long as the receptive
fields of the channel units were a few wavelengths
across and the perceived spatial frequency of the adja-
cent regions was determined by the frequencies present
at the boundaries, that is by a textural density version
of the Craik–O’Brien-cornsweet effect, as reported by
MacKay (1973). As predicted from this argument the
simultaneous spatial frequency shift for centre-surround
stimuli is found to be greatly reduced if the border
region is interfered with (Klein et al., 1974). Opponency
between channels more than one octave apart is re-
quired to explain apparent texture density effects where
the major components are more widely separated in
spatial frequency (MacKay, 1973; Klein et al., 1974),
such opponent interactions being well known, e.g. Tol-
hurst (1972a,b).
Many studies of opponent interaction have employed
interactions between gratings and their third harmonic
(3H). For this reason we did some experiments includ-
ing a 3H component. In these experiments either the
2H component was fixed and the 3H phase was varied
or the reverse. In either case the 3H component seemed
to have little effect on the perceived textural fineness of
the compound grating pattern. It would be interesting
to repeat these experiments with moving gratings,
where a special role for 3H phases has been demon-
strated for the perception of moving edges (Anderson,
1993; Bex & Edgar, 1995).
The use of factor analysis to look for inherent struc-
ture in the variation of psychometric functions has
proved to be very effective (Peterzell & Teller, 1996). It
is interesting that the analysis presented here indicates
functions with well-behaved shapes, given that func-
tions of any shape constructable from eight points were
possible. The three putative phase tuning functions also
account for 92.5% of the variance in the nine subject’s
data. The structure suggests four broad equi-spaced
phase channels spanning 0–360°. This is in agreement
with Field and Nachmias (1984) who employed a com-
pletely different method. The results also reinforce the
idea of bar and edge detecting mechanisms (Kulikowski
& King-Smith, 1973; Shapley & Tolhurst, 1973), see
also Kulikowski (1991).
On the other hand the covariance which underlies the
putative phase channels could be produced by compet-
ing effects that happened to modulate the apparent
fineness at one and two cycles per 360° of 2F or 1.5F
phase, particularly if different subjects interpreted these
competing effects somewhat differently. The data sum-
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marised in Figs. 5 and 6 suggest that the mean apparent
fineness (M) may correspond to the carrier frequency
[FH ]:2 present in our compound gratings (Burton,
1972; Badcock & Derrington, 1985). These possibilities
assume the textural fineness of the patterns is extracted
by a nonlinear mechanism leading to a product between
the input F and 2H components. There is abundant
evidence that texture discrimination and recognition are
mediated by nonlinear processing (Beck, Sutter & Ivry,
1987; Chubb & Sperling, 1991; Landy & Bergen, 1991;
Victor & Conte, 1991; Graham & Sutter, 1996).
One possibility then is that the additional modulation
of the apparent fineness could then be explained by
terms arising from the retinal contrasts of the F and 2H
gratings not being equal. The idea can be summarised
as follows. If the contrasts, A and B, of the two
components are not equal then the compound wave-
form can be described by two equivalent expressions.
Both expressions have a term that is the product of the
carrier and envelope frequencies but they differ in
having an additive a phase dependent term in one of
the input frequencies having contrasts AB or BA
(Eqs. (4) and (6)). Since it has not appeared in the
literature we give the details of this process in the
Appendix A. Since both expressions are equally valid
subjects’ percepts might flip spontaneously between the
two states as in the bistable percepts of a Necker cube.
This process might lead to a phase dependence and
correlation between subjects’ responses to similar
phases. In our experiments, however, the contrasts of
the summed gratings were always equal (except for Fig.
3) and so any difference in the contrasts would have to
be due to demodulation by the optics. Given that the
spatial frequencies of our patterns were so low there is
unlikely to be a large differential demodulation of the
summed components, and therefore the contrasts AB
and BA would be very small. Moreover, in the case
of the experiments of Fig. 3, when the 2H contrast was
half that for F, there appeared to be little difference
between these data and any other collected in the
equi-contrast condition.
Human discrimination of small relative phase
changes within compound gratings has been shown to
be due to relative brightness discriminations (Badcock,
1984a,b). That work does not eliminate the prospect of
phase channels for rather gross discriminations of rela-
tive phase (Burr, 1980; Caelli & Bevan, 1982). The
strong implication of local brightness changes in fine
phase discriminations, however, indicates that we
should consider the possibility of our observed modula-
tion of apparent contrast being due to a similar
mechanism.
We investigated this possibility in two ways. These
methods were motivated by the observation by several
subjects that they were using the width of bright stripes
or the slope of the brightness change in the region of
Fig. 9. A unit cycle, i.e. the repeated unit, of the brightness profile of
a F2H grating. Each component has contrast 0.5 and the 2H phase
is 67.5° (as in the middle figures of Fig. 2 top). The thicker line
segment indicates the region of greatest peak to trough brightness
change. The short horizontal dash-dot line segment indicates the
mean luminance of the selected grating sub-region which differs from
the grand mean.
the biggest peak to trough change in brightness as the
cue to the apparent fineness. For example, examination
of the two leftmost unit cycle patterns shown at the top
of Fig. 2 indicates that the bright stripe of the 67.5°
pattern is narrower than that of the 0° pattern. This
agrees with the whole 67.5° grating pattern being often
reported to have a high apparent fineness. We therefore
extracted the biggest trough to peak change within one
cycle of the brightness profiles of compound gratings
(Fig. 9) and either did a linear regression on the carrier
frequency fc (and its phase) or an iterative nonlinear
regression where the frequency was allowed to change.
The results for the F2H (F2F) and F1.5F
compound gratings are shown in Fig. 10a, b. In the
case of regression on fc the fitted amplitude varies with
phase (circles) and so, as with our psychometric func-
tions, we fitted the waveforms of Fig. 10a, b with
models containing M, P and 2P components. In both
cases the full MP2P model was required to fit the
data (solid lines). Thus, if subjects attended to these
small grating regions and confounded fc amplitude with
apparent fineness we would get the required sort of
modulation of apparent fineness. This process would
however require the brain to identify fc, possibly by a
nonlinear mechanism, and then stick doggedly to trying
to fit the amplitude of that frequency, which seems
unlikely.
Perhaps a more physiologically realistic outcome was
obtained from the nonlinear fitting process. Here we see
that the fitted frequency, while being close to fc, varies
(solid lines, Fig. 10c, d) as in the observed psychometric
functions. Again, the MP2P model was required
to fit the data (not shown). This model corresponds
roughly to a winner take all response by a set of local
linear channels having differing spatial frequency tun-
ings. Notice that no nonlinear distortion product is
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required as the very local peak to trough region actu-
ally has a spatial frequency near fc. The finding that
there is no need to consider nonlinear distortion prod-
ucts is in accord with the literature on relative phase
detection within compound gratings (Badcock & Der-
rington, 1985, 1989). In fact it would be a two-stage
process where only the channels examining the most
contrasting sections of the grating compete to decide on
the spatial frequency. Another pleasing result was that
the amplitude of the best fitting frequency (circles, Fig.
10c, d) had a reversed form to that of the frequencies.
This could lead to cases where the most active channels
lead to response functions like those of Fig. 5a, or
psychometric curves which look like they are produced
by some kind of competition between the effects of the
best frequency and amplitude (Fig. 5b). Also, these
relationships would impart the sort of correlations be-
tween frequencies which lead the factor analysis to
generate something that looks like phase channels in
strict quadrature relationships. Thus, the most physio-
logical model explains much of the range of our ob-
served behaviour while at the same time precluding the
need for phase channels, in agreement with the work on
relative phase discrimination in compound gratings
(Burr, 1980; Badcock, 1984a,b; Badcock & Derrington,
1985, 1989; Derrington & Badcock, 1986).
The dynamic production of a 2H pattern in the form
of the FD illusion is now of strong clinical relevance
given its very successful application to the diagnosis of
glaucoma (Maddess, 1991; Maddess & Henry, 1992;
Johnson & Samuels, 1997) and the consequent intro-
duction of the frequency doubling technology (FDT)
perimeter being marketed jointly by Humphrey Instru-
ments Ltd. and Welch Allyn Ltd. Some earlier studies
of transient presentation of low spatial frequency grat-
ings examined the issue of the perceptual fineness of
these patterns by having subjects match the transiently
presented pattern to a single spatial frequency (Tynan
& Sekuler, 1974; Virsu, Nyman & Lehtio, 1974; Ku-
likowski, 1975; Thompson & Murphy, 1978; Nyman &
Rovamo, 1980; Parker, 1981; Georgeson, 1985). As
spatial and temporal frequency (or flash presentation
time) are varied subjects match the resultant pattern to
a range of spatial frequencies between F and 2H.
There are two possible interpretations of these re-
sults. The first is that the observed pattern is always a
single sinusoidal grating having a particular intermedi-
ate spatial frequency. The second interpretation is that
some form of compound pattern is seen (F2H) and
that pattern has a particular apparent fineness. It is well
known that linear response components are present
even when the FD illusion is vivid. For example Kelly
Fig. 10. Summary of fits to the maximum peak to trough regions (Fig. 9) of F2F (a, c) and F1.5F (b, d). (a, b) Amplitudes obtained from
linear regression on the carrier frequency fc (circles) and fitted MP2P (solid curves) models (Section 2). (c, d) Best fitting spatial frequencies
(solid lines) and their amplitudes (circles) obtained from an nonlinear iterative fit to the maximum peak to trough region for (c) F2F (2H)
gratings and (d) F1.5F gratings. The dotted horizontal lines in (c) and (d) represent fc. As in Fig. 9 the component sinusoidal gratings each had
contrast 0.5.
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(1981) and Kulikowski (1975) both showed that the 2H
component could be substantially nulled with a static
counterphase pattern leaving a strong F component
visible. The presence of other harmonic components
during transient presentation is precisely why Ku-
likowski (1975) coined the term apparent fineness be-
cause the pattern seen during transient presentation is at
times not clearly a single sinusoid. Thus, for a range of
stimulus conditions one would expect both F and 2H
components to be present, in various admixtures, leading
to a range of percepts having various grades of interme-
diate apparent fineness. That both F and 2H are present
in different add mixtures is most easily seen by ap-
proaching a monitor from a distance where a low spatial
frequency is shown modulated at 20–30 Hz. As one
approaches the monitor stripes contributed by the FD
effect emerge from between the strips of the stimulus
grating, producing a range of F2H percepts.
That F and 2H components might be present in
various admixtures for the case of transiently presented
coarse gratings is in agreement with retinal ganglion cell
physiology. The basic hypothesis behind the use FD
stimuli for glaucoma diagnosis (Maddess, 1991; Mad-
dess & Henry, 1992) is that the illusion is largely
produced by the effects of retinal gain control (Shapley
& Victor, 1978, 1981) upon cells of the magnocellular
visual pathway. The hypothesis is that Y-like magnocel-
lular cells (My-cells) are particularly involved (Maddess,
Hemmi & James, 1998). The existence of these Y-like
cells in primates (Blakemore & Vital-Duran, 1981;
Kaplan & Shapley, 1982; Marrocco, McClurkin &
Young, 1982; Derrington & Lennie, 1984) and their
analogous physiology to that of cat Y-cells (Derrington
& Lennie, 1984; Bernardete, Kaplan & Knight, 1992) is
well established, as are possible cortical correlates (Ku-
likowski & Vidyasagar, 1986). The combined effects of
high temporal and low spatial frequency stimuli upon
Y-cells produces very strong quadratic nonlinear re-
sponses (Victor & Shapley, 1979b; Shapley & Victor,
1980; Victor, 1988), where the nonlinear component can
have ten times the amplitude of the linear response
component (Victor & Shapley, 1979a). At the same time
primate P-cells do not experience such gain control
(Bernardete et al., 1992) and have very low contrast gain
(Kaplan & Shapley, 1986). Thus the expectation from
the physiology is that as spatiotemporal conditions are
biased toward those for optimal enhancement of nonlin-
ear responses from My-cells, the visual percept would
become increasingly dominated by a 2H component: the
temporal frequency doubling leading to a spatial fre-
quency doubling (Tyler, 1974; Kelly, 1981). It is not
surprising that the quadratic response persists to low
contrasts (Kulikowski, 1975) given that the underlying
nonlinearity is rectification which is hard down to zero
stimulus input (Victor & Shapley, 1979a; Victor, 1988).
Indeed, the measured shape of the rectifying response is
essentially the same for both Y-cell physiology (Victor &
Shapley, 1979a,b; Victor, 1988) and the FD illusion
(Kelly, 1981) being proportional to Contrastz (where
z:0.7 and negative contrasts are defined as those
darker than average). Kulikowski (1975) also stressed
that this effect appears at spatial frequencies associated
with the mechanism generating apparent motion, a
mechanism that in turn is highly nonlinear (Kulikowski
& Tolhurst, 1973; King-Smith & Kulikowski, 1975b).
Perceptual observation also backs up the idea of gain
being increased under these conditions because as con-
trast is lowered the 2H component can appear to be
more vivid than the fundamental which produced it, the
so called o6er-contrast effect (Kulikowski, 1972;
Georgeson, 1985).
Several lines of evidence suggest that the second
harmonic distortion responsible for the FD illusion is
retinal in origin. Studies of spatial aliasing with FD
gratings indicate that the units responsible for the pro-
duction of the illusion have a spatial sampling density
equal to that expected for My-cells from 0 to 40° retinal
eccentricity (Maddess et al., 1998). Also, novel PERG
studies indicate that the ERG signal becomes dominated
by responses having the characteristics of Y-cell activity
being modified by contrast gain control (James et al.,
1995; Bedford, Maddess, Rose & James, 1997; Maddess
et al., 1997). Finally the large size of My-cells and their
sparse distribution of the retina (for discussion see
Maddess et al., 1998) mean that they should be both
easily damaged by glaucoma (Quigley, Sanchez, Dunkel-
burger, L’Hernault & Baginski, 1987; Quigley, Dunkel-
burger & Green, 1988, 1989; Glovinsky, Quigley &
Dunkelburger, 1991; Glovinsky, Quigley & Pease, 1993;
Smith, Chino, Harwerth, Ridder, Crawford & DeSantis,
1993) and such damage should be easy to detect as
appears to be the case (Maddess & Henry, 1992; Johnson
& Samuels, 1997).
In conclusion the effect shown in Fig. 1 suggests that
a variety of visual inputs including linear and nonlinear
retinal streams, are all valid inputs to a system of linear
spatial frequency tuned channels, at least as far as the
estimation of periodicity is concerned. The resulting
competition between linear broadband channels leads to
a perception of F2H compound gratings having inter-
mediate apparent fineness. Modulation of that apparent
fineness with component grating phase seems likely to be
a natural consequence of the local nature of the analysis.
This appears to hold for both static stimuli and stimuli
were an illusory 2H component is generated by transient
or high temporal frequency modulation of contrast.
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Appendix A
Consider a compound grating with spatial frequen-
cies in c:deg of f1 and f2 and differing contrasts A and
B. To aid the readability of the equations, we express
space, x, as v2px. Since our F gratings had cosine
phase with respect to the centre of the monitor we use
the cosine versions.
L(v)Lm(1A cos( f1vf1)B cos( f2vf2))
(1)
When ABC, then the commonly quoted result is
obtained
L(v)
Lm(12C [cos([ f1 f2]:2 v [f1f2]:2)
 cos([ f1 f2]:2 v [f1f2]:2)]) (2)
If BBA, then one way to treat the problem is to
imagine the f1 component is the sum of two parts
having the same frequency and phase but with ampli-
tudes AB and B.
L(v)Lm(1 (AB)cos([ f1vf1])
B [cos([ f1vf1]) cos([f2vf2])]) (3)
This permits us to do the same manipulation as in
Eq. (2) for the two components having amplitude B,
thus describing the compound grating as the sum of the
modulated components and a scaled version of the f1
grating. To make Eq. (3) more readable we made the
substitutions: [ f1 f2]:2 fe, [f1f2]:2fe, [ f1 f2]:
2 fc, [f1f2]:2fc where the subscripts e and c
denote the envelope and carrier components, then we
can rewrite Eq. (1) as
L(v)Lm(1 (AB)cos([ f1vf1])
2B [cos( fevfe) cos( fcvfc)]) (4)
Of course fe and fc do not appear in the Fourier
spectrum of the compound grating. Notice also, that we
can equally well express f2 as the sum of two compo-
nents with amplitudes A and BA.
L(v)
Lm(1A [cos([ f1vf1]) cos([ f2vxf2])]
 (BA)cos([ f2vf2])) (5)
Leading to the compound wave being interpreted as
some amount of f2 plus a larger (2A\2B) modulated
component.
L(v)Lm(1 (BA)cos([ f2vf2])
2A [cos( fevfe) cos( fcvfc)]) (6)
Since both Eq. (4) and Eq. (6) are valid descriptions of
the compound wave it is perhaps reasonable to suggest
the brain might flip between states where it adopts Eq.
(4) or Eq. (6) as being the valid percept, much as one
interprets a Necker cube. If the process of extracting
the apparent fineness was affected by a particular
brightness cue one would then expect modulation of the
fineness at one and two cycles per 360° of 2H grating
phase (given that the cue would be repeated in each
cycle of the compound grating). These two modulations
would in turn induce correlations within our subject
data that would appear as four phase channels per
cycles per 360° of 2H grating phase.
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